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Obama will serve
as'counsoler in
chiefat Fort Hood
NANOSCIENCE AND NANOENGINEERING An artists rendering ofwhat the new facilitieswill look like once theproject is completed.
to the future
Obama
takes
confront oneof the most
delicate and painful du-
ties a president under-
WASHINGTON —When President Ba-
rack Obama stands
Tuesday before the
mourning children,
spouses and com-
rades of those cut
down last week at
Fort Hood, he will
turned
aides put it Monday
no stone will be left un-
Only a president can
offer the condolences of
a nation. In a moment
ofcrisis and sorrow and
anger, only a president
can soothe raw emo-
tions, allay fears, elevate
a senseless act into a call
to action, and offer the
assurance that as his
The Fort Hood mas-
sacre is the worst single
tragedy on his watch.
And _ because the vic-
tims and the shooter
were soldiers, and be-
cause the suspect is
Muslim and Obama has
put such a premium on
repairing relations with
the Muslim world _ the
expectations on him, as
This is by far the
biggest test of Obama's
ability to fulfill the role
of consoler in chief.
The military tragedies
seem to have particu-
lar poignancy for White
Bill Clinton captured
the nation's dismay af-
ter the Oklahoma City
bombing. Ronald Reagan
offered comfort after the
space shuttle Challenger
exploded.
George W. Bush, more
than most, was called on
to flex his empathetic side_ rallying the nation and
its allies after the Sept. 11
attacks.
taken
nal pain, is a task presi-
dents have always under-
Standing before a sea
of grieving Americans,
acknowledging commu-
a whole
to the victims and their
families," said Martha
Joynt Kumar, a Towson
University professor
who studies presidential
communications. "He
represents the American
people and can express
the feelings of pain and
tragedy and put it into
words."
command-
er in chief,
are es-
pecially
high.
"He's
taking a
message
from the
American
people as
Groundbreaking on theA&T& UNCG
jointSchool ofNonoscience and
Nanoengineeringgets under way
￿ See FORT HOOD on Page 2
SUAB helps diversify
students'palates1I ■" U . 1 j 1 ' i; i ; jSTORY BY MALCOLM S. EUSTACHEI Managing EditorART COURTESY OF JOINT SCHOOL OF NANOSCIENCE AND NANOENGINEERING NISHA STREETER
Contributor
Students were elated,
at the stunning settings
as the doors opened.
Each country had spe-
cial lighting and authen-
The Student Union
Advisory Board
(SUAB) organized the
event, which featured
dishes from Mexico,
Japan, Italy, China, and
the Caribbean Islands.
Students anticipated the
opportunity to sample
dishes from differentre-
gions around the world.
The Student Union
was filled to .capacity as
students eagerly await-
ed outside the doors of
the Exhibit Hall. Lines
were extended outside
ofthe Union due to high
attendance.
"You get to feel the
ethnicity of all these re-
gions," said Sanabria
explaining his prospec-
tive from the evening.
"The food was absolutely
delicious."Students got to
travel the world inexpen-
sively, betteryet free.The
program provided an op-
Caterer Alex Sanabria
said, "It's like stepping
into a jet airplane, and
traveling the world."
Students were able
to taste samples of the
dishes, while watching a
short slide show featur-
ing the dishes and educat-
ing them on each culture.
Authentic music from
each region filled the air,
causing students to dance
and feel as if they were
truly in the countries.
tic decor to ensure that
students received a real-
feel ofall the cultures.
"The other three are at Har-
the helium ion microscope
"It's the fourth ofits kind in
the United States," said James
Ryan, Founding Dean of the
JSNN.
And the JSNN has already
acquired a piece of equipment
worthy of international envy -
However, nothing is imagi-
nary about the potential op-
portunities for students that the
JSNN will provide. Its mission,
as stated by the school, is to
train students to conduct basic
and applied research in nanosci-
ence and nanoengineering.
"But I am convinced that with
the combined brain power, and
the talent, and the state-of-the-
art facility, along with the great
equipment, that what we're go-
ing to do here to change tomor-
row in this town I love so much
is hard to imagine."
"Both of these great univer-
sities have always played a sig-
nificant role in the life and well
being, and economic prosper-
ity of this region," said Erskin
Bowles, President ofthe Univer-
sity of North Carolina System. -
The Joint School of Nano-
science and Nanoengineering
(JSNN) is a joint academic unit
between A&T and UNCG and
will be a 100,000 square-foot
research facility located at the
South Campus ofGateway Uni-
versity Research Park.
In the human body, a joint is
ajunction oftwo bones thatper-
mits movement. On Monday,
November 9th, North Carolina
A&T State University and the
University of North Carolina
at Greensboro officially broke
ground on their own joint ven-
ture that willallow Greensboro's
major institutions to move as
one body.
￿See GATEWAY on Page 2 ￿ See INTERNATIONAL on Page 2
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The Federal Government could
soon be the sole provider of loans
for college students from now on.
The 20th annual Conference on
African American Culture and Ex-
perience explored what black ac-
PAG
Editor in Chief Dexter Mullins
gives insight into why he thinks
people shouldn't blame the May-
or's loss on the University.
Despite coming close to a win, the
Aggies couldn't finish the job and
the Rattlers of FAMU brought the
Aggies toa 5-5 record. THURSDAY: Rain | High 54°tivism means today.
PAGE FRIDAY: Mostly cloudy | High 61°www.ncatregister.com
FREE WEDNESDAY
NCATREGISTER.COM
SERVING THE AGGIE COMMUNITY FOR OVER 80YEARS
TODD J.GILLMAN
MCT Campus
Graduate Management
Admissions Test Prep
Merrick Hall
Room 120
1:50 p.m.
INTERNATIONAL From page 1
You Think You Know Social
Memorial Student Union
Room 214
7 p.m. - 9 p.m.
Couture Productions Word
Open Mic
New School of Education
Room 160Auditorium
7 p.m. - 9 p.m.
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FRIDAY
13
Sigma Gamma Rho 87th
Founders Day
Memorial Student Union
Exhibit Hall
7:25-10 p.m.
will remember, learn and enjoy
from. International Food night
is an ideal way to bring A&T
students together through cul-
ture."
Attendees were given a sur-
vey with a series of questions
about the event. The purpose of
the survey was to find out what
students enjoyed, disliked and
would like to experience in the
future.
"When I put the flyers on
Facebook, I tagged all of my
friends so they could view the
flyers and pass on the event to
others," said Shropshire. Shrop-
shire said he also updated his
statuses on Facebook to remind
students ofthe event.
Mr. Aggie, James Shropshire
said, "SUAB always puts on
successful events and we re-
ally care about the students. I
enjoyed promoting this event
everyday, through Facebook,
flyers and word ofmouth."
Students indulged in Italy's
famous meatballs and mozzarel-
la sticks. China offered attend-
ees pigs in a blanket, egg rolls,
Kun Pao Chicken and rice.
"This was a very unique ex-
perience. Not only did students
get to encounter the culture,
but they were also able to wit-
ness something tangible," said
Shropshire.
Quick said, "I enjoyed the
commodity of Aggies. I like
everything that puts us together
even after homecoming. Most
people think we wont get to-
gether aftera big eventlike that,
but this showed that we still
have AGGIE PRIDE."
"It gave them a chance to be
in the moment of people com-
ing together to share the Ag-
gie experience, which is both
educational and cultural," said
Shropshire.
Shropshire said the atmo-
sphere created for each country
allowed students to place them-
selves withinthe culture.
Richardson said, "I enjoy
organizing events that Aggies
Sophomore psychology ma-
jor Alicia Richardson said, "I
have been working with The
Student Union Advisory Board
for two years now. I am also a
member ofthe International Mi-
norityAffairs Committee."
Stops to the Caribbean Is-
lands, Italy, and China followed.
The Jamaican jerkchicken was
a favorite among students, ca-
tered by the well-known restau-
rant the Reggae Cafe.
"International Night at A&T
was a wonderful experience.
We were able to intake various
cuisines, five that I never vis-
ited before," senior economics
major Derian Quick said. "Af-
ter this experience I would love
to visit these places to try even
more cuisines," said Quick.
Japan was the next destina-
tion askimonos, fans and swords
framed the area. Students had
the choice of sampling tuna,
lobster, salmon and vegetable
sushi rolls, and California rolls.
Both choices were served with
soy sauce and gusabi.
"I enjoyed this event be-
cause it gave students an oppor-
tunity to experience food from
different places, not to mention
a good breakaway from Mc-
Donalds," said Tratt who is also
a Bermudanative.
Freshman business manage-
ment major Shauntae Tratt said,
"I didn't expect so many people
to attend." .
First stop on the flight was
Mexico. Sombreros and cac-
tuses bordered the main dish;
chicken tacos. The background
settingwas illuminated in green,
white and red lighting accenting
the Mexican Flag and guitar or-
nate.
portunity to take a flight without
actually purchasing tickets.
Before returning to Wash-
ington, they'll stop by Darnall
Army Medical Center, where
the suspect had worked, to vis-
it other wounded soldiers.
They'll also meet with
some of the wounded and their
families before the memo-
rial service that starts at 1 p.m.
CST.
Shortly after arriving at
Fort Hood, he and First Lady
Michelle Obama plan to meet
withfamilies ofthose killed, at
III Corps Headquarters.
Much of Obama's efforts
Tuesday will be out of public
view.
"In life they were our he-
roes, in death our loved ones,
our darlings. You do not grieve
alone."
"We must honor the mem-
ory of those we mourn today
by pressing the cause of free-
Then, as presidents do in
such moments, he pivoted from
an acknowledgement of grief to
an effort to seek meaning and
inspiration in tragedy:
"We will never know them
as you did orremember them as
you will: as anew baby, a proud
graduate, a beaming bride or
groom," Clinton said.
House residents
After the bombing of the
U.S. embassy in Nairobi, Ke-
nya, in August 1998, Clinton
stood before a convoy of black
hearses at Andrews Air Force
Base, tears streaming down his
face.
Reagan became tearful at the
memorial for the 248 soldiers
killed in the crash of a chartered
DC-8 in Newfoundland on Dec.
12, 1985, telling families:
He was so overcome with
emotion he abruptly left the lec-
tern without delivering the final
lines of his text.
"Your men are under a dif-
ferent command now, one that
knows norank, only love;knows
no danger, only peace," he said,
hurrying through the lines in an
apparent race with the tears.
In Norfolk, Va., a week later,
the first President George Bush
fought back tears as he spoke to
mourners.
An explosion, aboard the
battleship USS Iowa killed 47
sailors in 1989.
dom and justice for which they
lived."
1 p.m
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Ayantee Yearbook Senior
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The Memorial Room
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JOMC Career Expo
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Engineer?
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The JSNN's four areas of
focus will be nanobiology,
nanometrology, nanocompos-
ite materials, and bioelectron-
vard, NIST (National Institute
of Standards and Technol-
ogy) and UCSD (University
of California at San Diego).
It's about $2.5 million worth
ofequipment. Our intent is to
have leading edge technology
in order to attract industries
and economic partners."
V-
There has been an excessive amount of campus crime lately. To see exactly
what each new crime (yellow dot) is, go to our website:www.ncatregister.corri
"The nanoscience and
nanoengineering industries
are a direct pathway to the fu-
ture of major technological
breakthroughs in the areas of
nanobiology, nanometrology,
nanocomposite materials and
bioelectronics," said John Mer-
rill, Executive Director ofGate-
way University Research Park.
"Gateway University Research
Park is once again making his-
tory by positioning the Triad
region for growth in these are-
nas."
University officials hope for
it to serve as a bridge from suc-
cessful commercial application
to scientific research.
Gateway University Re-
search Park is a 501©3 not-for-
profit entity conceived in 2006
to manage and operate the joint
collaboration between A&T and
UNCG for the purposes of re-
search and economic develop-
ment within the Triad.
Doing moretogether is exact-
ly what has been on the agenda
for the cross-town universities
for years.
"This was really an initiative
on the part of the chancellors
of the two universities, but the
faculty is really what drives this
effort."
"It's a great example oftwo
universities that are strong in
particular areas coming together
and actually being able to do
more," said UNCG Chancellor
Linda Brady.
a tremendous opportunity to
take full advantage of success-
ful research that has the poten-
tial forpatent discoveryand will
lead to small companies hand-
ing out jobs for the future," said
Chancellor Harold Martin.
"This jointinitiative creates
University officials expect
that over the next 20 years,
Gateway University Research
Park as a whole will contribute
$250 million to the economy
ofthe region.
The projected economic
impact of nanotechnology on
the global economy is $3.1
trillion by 2015 according to
Lux Research.
And it's big business as
well.
Businesses from each end
of the spectrum are using
nanoscientists in everything
from pharmaceuticals, defense
and sporting goods.
Nanotechnology is scientif-
ically engineering the arrange-
ment of atoms and molecules
in materials, enabling novel
applications with customized
properties, That means giving
boring materials the ability to
do cool things.
Initially the schoolwill only
offer a professional master of
science degree and a Ph.D in
nanoscience before expanding
the degree program.
If you ever see anything suspicious
or need assistance call Campus Police
(336) 334-7675
Ladies of Excellence
Business Seminar
McNair Hall
Room 240 Auditorium
7:30 p.m.-9 p.m.
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International food night
brought Aggies exotic tastes
11
WEDNESDAY
Graduate and Professional
School Day
Memorial Student Union
Stallings Ballroom
8 a.m.-5 p.m.
■
12
HURSDAYDIG DEEP Erskine Bowles, University of North Carolina SystemPresident, Dr. Linda Brady, UNCG Chancellor ,and Dr. Harold Martin ,NCA&TChancellor
with System leadersbroke ground on the New Nao Enginnering building offE. Lee Street.
FORT HOOD From page 1 Foreign Languages
Extravaganza
Memorial Student Union
Stallings Ballroom
3 p.m. - 5 p.m.
Police: Laid-off residents become
vigilant against home burglaries
DON BABWIN
Associated Press
Instead, Rockford had 1,849
burglaries through mid-October,
or more than 400 fewer than in
the same period last year.
A national total of this year's
The phenomenon has sur-
prised both police and crime
researchers. "We were think-
ing, 'Here we go,'" said Theo
Glover, deputy police chief in
Rockford, a struggling manu-
facturing community in Illinois
that consistently has the state's
highest jobless rate, hitting 16.9
percent in August.
But burglary stands out be-
cause it was actually rising
between 2007 and 2008, and
experts expected that trend
to continue as the recession
dragged on and unemployment
rose.
In many cities, other crimes
including homicide, robbery
and rape have been dropping for
several years, according to FBI
statistics
Aurora, a city of 170,000
outside Chicago, had 560 bur-
glaries through the end of Sep-
tember, a 15.5 percent decrease
from the same period last year.
And in Shelby, N.C, a town
of 21,000, the number of bur-
glaries through August was 23,
compared with 60 for the same
time last year.
in 2007
In Boston, the 2,199 burglar-
ies reported in roughly the first
nine months of the year is 335
fewer than in the same period
last year.
In Phoenix, there were 429
fewer burglaries in the first nine
months of 2008 - and 4,000
fewer in the first nine months of
this year.
And in Houston, this year's
slight increase comes after a
substantial drop in burglaries
between 2007and 2008, the first
full year of therecession.
In other places where bur-
glary rates already were drop-
ping, they are falling even fast-
er. That includes Los Angeles,
where the number of burglaries
in the first three quarters of2009
fell 6 percent, compared with 1
percent during the same period
in 2008.
But in Chicago, the rate is
climbing at a slower clip than it
did last year.
The burglary rate has, infact,
climbed this year in some cities,
including Houston, San Jose
and Chicago.
burglaries will not be available
from the FBI until late nextyear,
but experts said the anecdotal
evidence from individual cities
paints an unexpected picture.
Richard Rosenfeld, a soci-
ologist at the University of Mis-
souri-St. Louis who has studied
crime trends, said rates typically
rise during a recession, espe-
cially property crimes.
"We've seen that in every
single recession in the U.S. at
least since the '50s," he said.
"I would have expected by now
some upward movement in bur-
glary numbers."
In Minneapolis, the number
ofburglaries reported inroughly
the first nine months ofthe year
dropped more than 15 percent
compared with the same period
last year, and more than 25 per-
cent compared with that period
"With alotmore unemployed
people, a lot more people are
stayinghome, and they seemore
intheir neighborhood," said Sgt.
Thomas Lasater, who supervis-
es the burglary unitof the police
department in St. Louis County,
Mo., where authorities recorded
a whopping 35 percent drop in
burglaries during the first six
months of 2009.
CHICAGO (AP) - Ever sincehe was laid off in March, Frank
Beil has been on the lookout.
He keeps an eye out for cars
moving slowly down the street
or strangers walking along the
sidewalk ofhis suburban Chica-
go neighborhood. He wonders
about the times he answers the
phone and the caller hangs up.
"Youdon'tknow ifthatmight
be people staking you out, find-
ing out if you're home or not,"
said the 71-year-old hospital
chaplain from Glenview.
Beil is watching forburglars,
and police nationwide credit
him and those like him for one
of the few bright spots of the
recession: The number of home
burglaries is falling in some cit-
ies and towns.
(336) 954-7575
er Ingredients
tetter Pizza.
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Federal government to take over student loans
The A&T Register | ncatregister.com | Wednesday, November 11,2009 H
MARA ROSE WILLIAMS
McClatchy Newspaper
"I wouldbe shocked ifsome-
thing like this were to become
effective in the same year that it
is passed," McCaskill said.
"It would be more like 2011.
If I had to guess or die, the Sen-
ate is not likely to even pick up
the student aid bill until after it's
done withhealth care reform."
If they wait until the last
minute to switch and flood the
government's electronic loan
communication system, it could
collapse under the volume.
Last week Duncan sent a
letter to thousands of colleges
and universities urging them
get ready to use the Direct Loan
Program by summer.
But U.S. Sen. Claire McCa-
skill, D-Mo., said she thought
schools would have plenty of
time to change to the Direct
Loan Program.
Then there is this worry,
said Jan Brandow, financial aid
director at UMKC: "About 70
percent of the schools are not on
direct lending."
whelmed by the crush offederal
aid requests from financially
strapped students. Because
staff was cut under recession-
ary pressures, she said, "We
are not staffed to give students
financial counseling and to do
default management after they
graduate; the private lenders did
that."
Banks and other private
sources would be cut out of
the process by the Student Aid
and Fiscal Responsibility Act,
passed in September by the U.S.
House. The measure still must
be considered by the Senate.
Colleges that once kept a
long list of lenders are convert-
ing to the Direct Loan Program,
in which student loans come di-
rectly from the government.
The trend was accelerated by
many private lenders dropping
out of the business when the
economy tanked.
That led Congress to pass
temporary legislation _ expiring
in June _ to assure that students
and families still would be able
to get loans for school.
In the last two years, stu-
dents already were relying more
on federal loans. The volume
of loans from private sources
fell by 52 percent in the 2008-
KANSAS CITY, Mo. -College stu-
dents are facing a sea change
in borrowing to pay for their
degrees _ unfortunately, many
would still be drowning in debt.
The change, perhaps as soon
as July, would end the Federal
Family Education Loan program
that has dominated the federal
student loan pool for more than
40 years.
The average cumulative debt
incurred was $27,803, accord-
ing to the National Center for
Education Statistics.
During the same time, 56
percent of graduate education
students owed, with the aver-
age cumulative debt $40,297.
The range was $119,400 for
those with medical degrees to
The balance of outstanding
federal loans assumed by stu-
dents or theirparents continues
to grow. By 2007-08, two-thirds
of four-year undergraduate stu-
dents had some debt along with
their degrees.
"Will students get any better
interest rates with direct lend-
ing? No."
"Moving to direct lending
will... eliminate the uncertainty
families have experienced due
to the turmoil of the financial
markets," said Secretary of Ed-
ucation Arne Duncan.
That's all well and good,
said Tony George, director of
financial aid at the University
of Missouri-St. Louis, which is
preparing to switch to the Direct
Loan Program by December.
But the cost of borrowing
would remain the same as under
the old system.
2009 school year, according to
a recent report by the College
Board, a nonprofit organization
that watches trends in higher
education.
Financial aid offices such as
Butler's this summer were over-
Jackson is just the kind of
student Cindy Butler, director
of financial aid at MCC-Kansas
City, worries about under direct
lending.
But she would need an annu-
al salary of $112,203. On a 25-
year program, payments would
be $451 a month; she would
need to make $67,672 a year.
"I just hope that when I grad-
uate the government will help
me pay back some ofthis debt,"
Jackson said.
According to the U.S. De-
partment of Education, Jack-
son's loan payments on a 10-
year program would be $748 a
month
"I woke up one day and said,
'Ohmy gosh, howam I going to
pay for this?'"
At $8,000 a semester, she is
going to graduate $64,000 in
debt and get a job teaching, a
field in which the average start-
ing annual salary is $32,500.
"Yes, I'm worried. But the
way I see it, I was a licensed
cosmetologist and to better my-
self I had to increase my skill,"
she said.
week in the university's finan-
cial aid office. Jackson bor-
rowed all the money going for
education, as well as child care
for her 2-year-old daughter, rent
and food.
In this school year _ 2009-
2010 _ four-year public col-
leges in the U.S. raised the aver-
age tuition cost by 6.5 percent
to $7,020. At private colleges,
For the last 10years, college
costs on average rose faster than
inflation. Published tuition and
fees at public four-year colleges
and universities rose at an aver-
age annual rate of 4.9 percent
beyond general inflation from
1999-2000 to 2009-10, more
rapidly than in either of the pre-
vious two decades, according to
the CollegeBoard.
"I need student loans, but I
have not taken out any because
I remain cognizant of the nega-
tive reality of student loans _
they bind you to find an excel-
lent job out of college, and in
this economy that is next to im-
possible."
"We would like a lot more
grant money, more work study,
financial literacy training,"
Shelton said.
"But direct lending does
not solve the student loan debt
problems.
"Students are big fans of
direct lending," said Amanda
Shelton, a member of the Mis-
souri Students Association,
which represents the undergrad-
uates at the University of Mis-
souri in Columbia.
$29,975 for those with a master
ofarts degree.
Neotashia Jackson, 32, a sin-
gle parent and education major
at the University of Missouri-
Kansas City, works 15 hours a
They say the money should
go into college funding and
more grants to students _ rais-
ing the maximum Pell Grant to
$5,500 in 2010-2011.
"President Obama has set a
goal for America to once again
have the highest proportion of
college graduates by the end of
the next decade," Duncan said.
"To get there, we need to in-
crease college access and do a
much better job at helping stu-
dents stay the course and com-
plete their college education."
The proposed legislation
would provide a variety of flex-
ible repayment options. And
more grant money is promising,
too.
Now some 3,000 colleges
across the U.S. are gearing up to
make the switch.
Proponents estimate saving
more than $80 billion over 10
years by eliminating the federal
subsidies paid to private lend-
ers.
tuition went up by an average of
4.4 percent to a cost of $26,273
Letting the government fed-
erally guarantee student loans
was advocated by President Ba-
rack Obama.
_ at a time the consumer price
index had gone down.
Do you like to write? Do you like to talk?
Then do it online at www.ncatregister.com
FormerPresident Bill Clinton,
whose failed effort to revamp
the health care system contrib-
uted to the Republican take-
over of the House and Senate
in 1994, was expected to speak
to Senate Democrats about
health care legislation during
their weekly caucus on Tues-
day, officials said. They spoke
on condition of anonymity be-
cause they were not authorized
to discuss his schedule.
An intraparty fight over
abortion is the last thing that
Majority Leader Harry Reid
needs. Reid, D-Nev., is al-
ready facing a revolt among
Democratic moderates over the
Senate Democrats will need
Nelson's vote — and those of
at least a half-dozen other abor-
tion opponents in their caucus.
They face a grueling debate
against Republicans who are
unified in their opposition to a
sweeping remake of the health
care system. It's unclear how
the abortion opponents would
line up; the pressure on them
will intensify once the legisla-
tion is on the floor.
some way sneaking in funding
for abortions, but, on the other
hand, that we're not restricting
women's insurance choices,"
Obama said in an interview
withABC News.
20 years since fall of Berlin Wall
Obama said the legislation
needs to find abalance.
"I want to make sure that the
provision that emerges meets
that test — that we are not in
The House-passed restrictions
were the price Speaker Nancy
Pelosi, D-Calif., had to pay to
get a health care bill passed, on
a narrow 220-215 vote. But it's
prompted an angry backlash
from liberals at the core of her
party, and some are now threat-
ening to voteagainst a final bill
if the curbs stay in.
"I want to make sure some-
thingcomparable... is inthere,"
Nelson said.
WASHINGTON (AP) — Abortionopponents in the Senate are
seeking tough restrictions in
the health care overhaul bill,
a move that could roil a shaky
Democratic effort to pass Presi-
dentBarack Obama's signature
issue by year's end.
Sen. Ben Nelson, D-Neb.,
said Monday he could not sup-
port a bill unless it clearly pro-
hibits federal dollars from go-
ing to pay for abortions. Nelson
is weighing options, including
offering an amendment similar
to the one passed by the House
this weekend.
The House bill would bar
the new government insurance
plan from covering abortions,
except in cases or rape, incest
or the life of the mother being
in danger. That's the basic rule
currently in federal law.
It would also prohibit health
plans that receive federal sub-
sidies in a new insurance mar-
ketplace from offering abortion
coverage. Insurers, however,
could sell separate coverage
for abortion, which individuals
would have to purchase entire-
ly with their own money.
At issue is a profound dis-
agreement over how current
federal restrictions on abortion
funding should apply to what
would be a new stream of fed-
eral funding to help the unin-
sured gain coverage.
Reid, who is himselfopposed
to abortion, will have to con-
front the issue directly as he
puts together a Democratic bill
for floor consideration. The
committee-passed Senate ver-
sions differ on abortion, but
none would go as far as the re-
strictive amendment passed by
the House.
government-sponsored health
plan that liberals want to in-
corporate in the legislation as a
competitor to private insurance
companies.
The Finance plan would re-
quire insurance carriers to sep-
arate federal subsidy moneys
from any funds used to provide
abortions, and it wouldprohibit
abortion coverage from being
included in aminimum benefits
package. It would require that
state and regional insurance
markets offer one plan that
covers abortion, and one plan
that does not.
The Senate Finance Com-
mittee bill attempts to craft a
compromise, as the House un-
successfully tried to do before
this weekend's vote tightened
restrictions.
The Senate health committee
bill is largely silent on abor-
tion, a stance that abortion op-
ponents interpret as permitting
coverage by private insurance
plans that would receive fed-
eral subsidies.
Abortion opponents have
sought to impose the same re-
strictions that now apply to the
federal employee health plan,
military health care and Med-
icaid, the federal-state health
program for the poor.
Abortion rights supporters
say such an approach would
threaten women's right to a le-
gal medical procedure already
widely covered by private in-
surance.
KIRSTEN GRIESHABER
Associated Press "Freedom must be
fought for. Freedom
must be defended."
called the events of Nov. 9,
Merkel — Germany's first
chancellor to be raised in the
former communist East —
Eastern Europe
It was the finale to a day of
memorial services, speeches
and events that attracted lead-
ers from around the world, in-
cluding former Soviet leader
Mikhail Gorbachev.
Chancellor Angela Merkel
and 78-year-old Gorbachev
stood shoulder to shoulder as
they crossed a former fortified
border crossing point between
East and West Berlin to cheers
of"Gorby! Gorby!"
"Looking back, we can see
many causes that led to the
peaceful revolution, but it still
remains a miracle," German
President Horst Koehler told
the leaders of all 27 European
Union countries, Russian Pres-
ident Dmitry Medvedev and
Secretary ofState Hillary Rod-
ham Clinton.
Officials said a substantial in-
crease in troops is all but inevi-
table, but the precise number is
less important than the message
that an expansionand refocus of
Several officials who spoke on
condition of anonymity because
the decision has not been made
also said Obama's announce-
ment will be much broader than
the mathematics of troop num-
bers, which have dominated the
U.S. debate.
Military officials said Obama
will have choices that include a
phased addition of up to 40,000
forces over some six months or
more next year, based on secu-
rity conditions and the decisions
ofNATO allies.
WASHINGTON (AP) — PresidentBarack Obama is nearing a de-
cision to add tens of thousands
more forces to Afghanistan,
though not quite the 40,000
sought by his top general there,
as Pentagon planners work to
make room for the influx.
Administration officials told
The Associated Press on Mon-
day the deployment would most
likely begin in January with a
mission to stiffen the defense
of 10key cities and towns. An
Army brigade that had been
training for deployment to Iraq
that month may be the van-
guard. The brigade, based at
Fort Drum in upstate New York,
has been told it will not go to
Iraq as planned but has been
given no new mission yet.
White House spokesman Rob-
ert Gibbs, meanwhile, said the
president would meet again
on Wednesday with key mem-
bers of his foreign policy and
military team but was unlikely
to announce final plans for Af-
ghanistan until late this month,
whenhe returns from an extend-
ed diplomatic trip to Asia.
Gibbs said the Pentagon is
"working on additional rec-
ommendations" to present to
Obama and that Obama has
made no decision on troop
numbers, or even on what the
ratio shouldbe between combat
troops and trainers.
That in turn would allow the
fight against the Taliban then to
expand to remoter regions.
With winter coming to Af-
ghanistan's towering moun-
tains, fighting could taper off
as movement becomes difficult
along the border with Pakistan.
The Taliban has used the win-
ter lull to resupply and regroup
in years past, and the U.S. and
a NATO-led alliance of coun-
tries fighting in Afghanistan are
planning how to best place rein-
forcements for heavy fighting.
By using the new troops to
protect cities and towns, the ad-
ministration appears to be mov-
ing toward a middle ground that
would deny Taliban advances
on urban districts with the in-
tention of shoring up support
for the government of President
HamidKarzai.
Part of the debate leading to
Obama's decision has been
whether to move toward a more
robust counterinsurgency strate-
gy by attempting to retake terri-
tory from the Taliban insurgen-
cy and holding that turf while
Americans work to rebuild and
improve services for the popu-
lation.
The more gradual buildup, the
officials said, would allow time
to construct needed housing and
add equipment neededfor trans-
porting the expanded force.
Besides being sent to cities and
towns, the new forces would be
stationed to protect important
roads and other key infrastruc-
ture.
The officials, who spoke on
condition ofanonymity because
final plans have not been dis-
closed, dubbed the likely troop
increase as "McChrystal Light"
because it would fall shortof his
request. They also said addition
small infusions of troops could
be dispatched next spring and
summer.
It soon will be three months
since Afghan commander Gen.
Stanley McChrystal reported
to Obama that the U.S. mission
was headed for failure without
the addition of about 40,000
troops.
U.S. commitment in Afghani-
stan would send.
The Sauffs were among those
who gathered Monday to cele-
brate 20years of unity, marking
the day the wall came down.
Thousands cheered as 1,000
colorfully decorated dominoes
along a mile-long route were
toppled to symbolize both the
moment the wall came crash-
ing down and the resulting fall
of communist governments in
BERLIN (AP) — Ulrich Sauffand
his wife stared at the mammoth
domino pieces marking the
path where theBerlin Wall once
stood and reminisced about life
in the barrier's shadow.
"It was like a prison," said
Sauff, 73, who lived on the
Western side of the wall. "For
us 'Wessis,' the few kilome-
ters from our old home to our
new home (in the East) was un-
thinkable."
In a video message screened
at the main event, President
Barack Obama paid tribute to
the dissidents and demonstra-
tors who ushered in the fall of
the wall 20 years ago.
Clinton paid tribute to Ger-
many and other countries who
shook loose communist bonds.
"Let us never forget Nov. 9,
1989, nor the sacrifices that
made it possible," Obama said
to applause and cheers.
"For me, it was one of the
happiest moments of my life,"
Merkel told a crowd of tens of
thousands packed around the
Brandenburg Gate.
1989 an "epic" moment in his-
tory.
"Both show that freedom is
not self evident," Merkel said.
"Freedom must be fought for.
Freedom must be defended
time and again."
Merkel also recalled the trag-
ic side of Nov. 9 for Germans
— the Nazis' Kristallnacht, or
Night of Broken Glass — an
anti-Semitic pogrom 71 years
ago. At least 91 German Jews
were killed, hundreds of syna-
gogues destroyed and thou-
sands of Jewish businesses
vandalized and looted in the
state-sanctioned riots that
night
"We remember the people of
the Baltics who joined hands
across their land ... we remem-
ber the students of Prague who
propelled a dissident play-
wright from a jail cell to the
presidency," she said. "And
tonight we remember the Ger-
mans, and especially the Ger-
mans in the East who stood up
to say 'No more.'"
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AP sources: U.S.
troops likely for
Afghan in January
In order for us to become
effective leaders, inventors
and activists, we must first
learn how to be servants.
How can you provide change
for communities ifyou cannot
humble and find passion in
serving them first?
Community service should
not become another "thing" to
do during yourcareer at A&T.
Service is an act of sacrifice,
it is not about you and it never
will be.
Just like Christopher, Es-
cobar and Hand, we should
also go out into ourcommuni-
ties and see where service is
truly in need.
Christopher held a cer-
emony in Stallings Ballroom
to present the five families
with their gift boxes and as a
participant in the ARK move-
ment, it was truly touching to
witness the joy and grateful-
ness in the eyes of these fami-
lies that were therecipients of
our service.
Not only did students donate
food, but they also went into
the surrounding student hous-
ing complexes convincing
other students to donate to
the cause. At the end of the
ARK movement, there were
enough can foods and non-
perishables to not only feed
five families in need, but also
replenish the stock in the local
food pantries.
Christopher created the
ARK movement, which con-
sisted of students donating
canfoods and non-perishables
to restock the food pantries.
True service comes from
the heart. When you see a
need in your
community
or a purpose
you can
contribute
towards that
is service.
Helping the
older wom-
en carry her
bag across
campus is
serving your
community. Going out into
the local communities finding
out whatissues are concerning
residents and providing solu-
tions is serving your commu-
nity. Even more specifically,
fighting for changes and cre-
ating opportunities right here
within the A&T community,
whether you see the benefits
or not, is providing service.'Participating in annualwalks is great, but yourservice
to your community should
not stop there. Miss Senior
2008-2009,Emilee Christo-
pher, went beyond her duties
as Miss Senior to provide an
opportunity to students to
help theircommunity directly.
Christopher went to food pan-
tries in the city of Greensboro
to discover that many of them
were empty. Families in need
were in danger of not having
food and even formula for ba-
bies.
completing the task. They just
did it.
This past weekend two
A&T students performed
what I considered to be sin-
cere and passionate commu-
nity service. Joseph Escobar
and Chris Hand went looking
around Greensboro this past
weekend with 300 sandwich-
es to feed the homeless. No
one called to ask them to help
feed the homeless, nor did
they call Student Develop-
ment to make sure they would
be rewarded service hours for
A&T does provide numer-
ous community service proj-
ects and opportunities, but the
mindset behind students per-
forming service is not sincere
enough. Don't get me wrong,
there are plenty of students I
see doing community service
every weekend, but there are
also just as many or more stu-
dents who only do commu-
nity service to graduate or for
resume purposes.
As the future generation
of leaders, inventors and ac-
tivists, we take the act of ser-
vice for granted. The purpose
behind doing service should
not include any self-benefit;
it should be a passionate act
of giving. How many of us
really consider the change
and lessons that come out of
commitment, giving and sac-
rifice?
The word serve is defined
as being useful, rendering
commitment and contributing
to purpose. It is also the root
word interm service. Howev-
er, many of us define service
as fulfilling our C.A.S.E re-
quirements, a resume booster
or another source of gain for
ourselves.
How did the Army miss so many clues
with the Fort Hood shooting suspect?
SERVICE
Dallas Morning News
MCCLATCHY TRIBUNE NEWS
A year later, that figure has
shrunk by 11 percentage points.
In the 2008 poll, 70 percent
of those questioned said they ex-
pected race relations to improve
as a result of Obama's election;
28 percent said they expected
Maybe that's why Obama
titled one of his books "The Au-
dacity of Hope."Americans were
never more hopeful about race
relations than when Obama, the
son ofawhite woman from Kan-
sas and a black man from Kenya,
was elected president. A Gallup
poll on Nov. 5, 2008 _ one day
after the election _ found that 67
percent of Americans felt a solu-
tion to problems between blacks
and whites would eventually be
worked out.
The Oct. 29 pollasked respon-
dents: "Do you think that rela-
tions between blacks and whites
will always be a problem for the
United States, or that a solution
will be worked out?" Gallup re-
ported, "Responses to this long-
standing trend today are almost
exactly where they were in De-
cember 1963, when Gallup first
asked the question. Fifty-five
percent of Americans in 1963
were hopeful that a solution to
therace-relations problem would
eventually be worked out. Now,
some 46 years later, the 'hopeful'
percentage is an almost identical
56 percent."
When Barack Obama was
elected president, 70 percent of
Americans were convinced that
race relations would improve as
a result. A year later, however,
optimism about solving race
problems in the United Stateshas
dropped to where it was nearly
50 years ago, according to a re-
cent Gallup Poll.
Fortunately, the improvement
of race relations does not hinge
on the attitudes of those on the
fringes, left orright _ or on Presi-
dent Obama, for that matter. His
election a year ago did not usher
in an era of racial harmony. It
looks as if that's something we'll
have to accomplish ourselves.
Race came up again when
former President Jimmy Carter
told NBC News, "I think an
overwhelming portion of the in-
tensely demonstrated animosity
toward President Barack Obama
is based on the fact that he is a
black man." Press secretary Rob-
ert Gibbs quickly distanced the
White House from the comment,
saying Obama "does not believe
thatthe criticism comes based on
the color of his skin."
Despite such unequivocal
statements, conservative com-
mentators such as Rush Lim-
baugh and Glenn Beck have
repeatedly tried to paint the pres-
ident into a racial corner. Criti-
cizing Obama's appointment of
Sonia Sotomayor to the Supreme
Court, Limbaugh said Obama is
the "greatest living example of
a reverse racist, and now he's
appointed one." Beck accused
the biracial president of being a
"racist" who has "a deep-seated
hatred for white people and the
whiteculture."
a teachablemoment."
But nothing was ever taught
by Obama oranyone else. In fact,
blacks and whites were sharply
divided over the incident. A Wail
Street Journal/NBC News poll
found that 30 percent of blacks
faulted Sgt. Crowley, and only
4 percent blamed Gates. Among
whites, it was the opposite: 32
percent said Gates was more at
fault, while 7 percent said Crow-
ley was
Obama has for the most part
studiously avoided directly ad-
dressing race during his time in
office. The chief exception was
a comment he made on a con-
frontation between Henry Louis
Gates Jr., a black Harvard pro-
fessor, and James Crowley, a
white Cambridge, Mass., police
sergeant. At a prime-time news
conference, Obama accused
Crowley of "acting stupidly" in
arresting the professor for disor-
derly conduct after the two ex-
changed words when Crowley
went to Gates' home to investi-
gate a possible break-in.
Obama later softened his lan-
guage and invited Crowley and
Gates to meet with him over
beers at the White House. The
president said, "My hope is that
as a consequence of this event,
this ends up being what's called
As it turns out, far from mov-
ing beyond our divisions, Amer-
ica remains a sharply divided
country even as it grows more
diverse
On the campaign trail, Obama
audaciously raised hopes that he
could help close the racial divide.
In his Philadelphia speech on
race, he said "race is an issue that
I believe this nation cannot afford
to ignore right now." He contin-
ued, "Contrary to the claims of
some of my critics, black and
white, I have never been so na-
ive as to believe that we can get
beyond our racial divisions in a
single election cycle, or with a
single candidacy _ particularly
a candidacy as imperfect as my
own."
race relations to get a lot better,
and 42 percent expected things to
get a littlebetter.An additional 17
percent said they expected race
relations to remain unchanged,
and 10 percent expected them to
worsen.
Sen. Joseph Lieberman,
chairman of the Homeland
Other doctors say they felt
afraid to complain for fear of
looking as if they were pick-
ing on a Muslim colleague.
Dr. Val Finnell, an Army
physician who did speak up,
now says, "The system is
not doing what it's supposed
to." Plainly not. Worse, ABC
News, citing unnamed intel-
ligence sources, says the CIA
knew months ago that Hasan
was trying to contact al-Qae-
da. If true, it's scandalous that
a would-be freelance jihadist
was allowed to remain on ac-
tive military duty.
on terror is a war on Islam
This could not have been
a secret to the U.S. military,
based on his apparent open-
ness with fellow soldiers.
Some who worked alongside
Hasan have said he shared his
religious radicalism freely.
Colleagues at the Walter
Reed Army Medical Center,
where Hasan, a psychiatrist,
was posted until his transfer
this summer to Texas' Fort
Hood, reportedly say that he
delivered a bizarre religious
lecture proclaiming "infidels"
would be tortured for their
lack of faith.
But again we see the wis-
dom of George Orwell: "To
see what is in front of one's
nose needs a constant strug-
gle.
Yet the best way to pre-
vent that is not through politi-
cally correct diversity lectures
but rather by making sure no
Muslim serving in the armed
forces is an Islamist rooting
for America's enemies.
After 9/11 and eight
years of war, one might have
thought this to be basic com-
mon sense.
It's understandable, com-
mendable even, that Gen.
George Casey, the Army's
chief of staff, worries about
reprisals against Muslim
troops. They should not be
unfairly tarred with Hasan's
foul deed.
The American people _
and the families of the doz-
ens of U.S. soldiers killed or
wounded in Hasan's bloody
rampage _ deserve answers.
At a minimum, they are
entitled to know whether
the government could have
stopped Hasan _ and why it
didn't.
Security Committee, has
rightly called for a congres-
sional inquiry.
As we learn more about
Maj. Nidal Malik Hasan, the
accused Fort Hood killer,
what we discover is deeply
disturbing _ but not as dis-
turbing as evidence piling
up that military authorities
knew for months, if not years,
that he had displayed radical
Islamic tendencies and did
nothing about it.
The portrait now emerging
is that of a troubled loner who
turned increasingly to his Is-
lamic faith for consolation.
The form of Islam to
which he turned, though, ap-
pears to have been a radical,
highly politicized version that
he may have first encountered
a few years back at aVirginia
mosque (the former imam of
which, now living in Yemen,
praises Hasan as a "hero").
Many who knew Hasan,
including fellow Muslims, re-
late that he often spoke about
his religion-based opposition
to the U.S. war effort. In one
PowerPoint presentation, he
framed his objections interms
favored by Islamic terror
groups _ that is, that the war
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Why A&T isn't to blame for the mayor's loss
That's when everything be-
came A&T's fault. "Aggies
should have" done this, "A&T
could have" done that, or "this is
why black students" don'tknow
this. WAKE UP. This loss is not
our fault. If anyone, it was the
Unfortunately I, along with
many others, thought incor-
rectly. Not only did the mayor
not win, but she also lost by a
margin so small, one can only
wonder what happened.
It was, I thought, a guaran-
teed win. Former mayor Yvonne
Johnson was the firstblack may-
or in the city and we as a nation
had just elected the first black
president. Surely the city would
pull out another win, right?
DEXTER
MULLINSYvonneJohnson
It's not
A&T's
fault
paign sign.
Hey, wait
a minute.
That's it
she didn't
actively
campaign!
Here is what I mean; I have
not personally seen the mayor
set foot on campus just to be
there in the last two years other
than for the candidate forums
that were held a few weeks ago.
If it was not a major event with
other politicians, she wasn't
there. Don't believe me? Let's
look back together.
mayor herself who did her in
Convocation-nope. Corona-
tion-nada. Opening ceremony
for freshman-no mayor. ANY
of our home football games-
still no mayor. Pep rallies, cam-
pus debates, forums, or safety
programs-no, no, no, and no.
As a matter offact, I don't even
think she used a different cam-
Did A&T want Yvonne John-
son to win? Absolutely. But
that's not what happened. Now
let's try to make the best of a re-
ally...special situation.
That's the same at any col-
lege. It pisses me off to the ut-
most when people make A&T
the cause ofeverything.
men, is pitiful. If you are going
to blame anyone for this loss
Greensboro, blame yourself.
Is it important that students
are politically aware? Absolute-
ly. But realistically, many stu-
dents who just voted in the elec-
tions of the President haven't
yet re-registered in their new
polling areas and many still like
to vote at home.
be-lost
cause she didn't actively seek
the votes A&T would have un-
doubtedly given her. I think that
she, along with so many others,
felt that she had already secured
"the black vote" and didn't need
to do much of anything. Which
In a county of over 449,000
people, only 80,000 actually
voted. That, ladies and gentle-
could have easily found the 955
votes she would have needed to
win out of a crowd of 7000.
Too often, politicians un-
dervalue the power of the vote
of black people. And too often
black people as a whole under-
value themselves. Only 18 per-
cent ofthe entire city of Greens-
boro voted last week. Less than
50 people actually voted in the
Memorial Student Union poll-
ing place. That's including the
tens ofthousands of people who
live around campus, and the few
thousand students, that could
vote there.
Now I got up on Election
Day, went to my new polling
place, voted and came to cam-
pus. In fact, I missed part of a
test just so that I could vote (sor-
ry Dr. Reyes) because I knew I
wouldn't have enough time to
do it later. However, I didn't
consider the fact that the people
who voted for the mayor previ-
ously had already graduated.
I didn't thinkabout the 2000
or 3000 new faces on campus
that really didn't know who
Yvonne Johnson is. It didn't re-
ally dawn on me that she wasn't
at the Pep Rally, where she
would explain why she only
placed one ad in the paper this
year.
C.A.S.E. in point, students should serve
up more community service hours
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Racial rifts still linger year after election
Some of the most historic
figures today were the result
of admiration in someone
who showed commitment in
theirlives. Remember, the life
that you touch through service
today may be the same life to
change generations in future.
UPCOMING GAMES
Saturday
vs. N.C. Central
Durham, N.C.
7 p.m.PRINCE ASKEW
Register Reporter
cation?
AT- Sophomore, Journalism
Major.
P A
What's
your major
and classifi-
APRIL TERRY
TEAM OVR.
NEWS & NOTES
Nov. 20-22
MEAC Tournament
Baltimore, Md.
BOWLING
PA- Where are you from?
AT- Greensboro
Coppin State
Bethune Cookman
Hampton
Morgan State
Florida A&M
South Carolina State
MD Eastern Shore
Delaware State
Norfolk State
North Carolina A&T
Howard
AT- I have been bowling in
leagues since I was about ten
and for fun since I could pick
up a bowling ball.
PA- When did you start bowl-
ing?
UPCOMING MEETS:
Saturday & Sunday
MEAC Southern Division
Daytona Beach, Fla.
TBA
They wouldn't surrender the lead any-
more as theywent on to win.
The Aggies will head to Orangeburg,
S.C. on November 21 to end the season
against top-ranked South Carolina State.
The second ofwhich was turned into a
touchdown for Florida A&M on the next
play. Four minutes later they returned
a punt for a touchdown to go up by ten
points.
The very next play was a touchdown
from Kindle to junior Terrence Whitaker.
The Aggies took a 21-17 lead into half-
time. In the third quarter, A&T saw their
freshman running back turn the ball over
on fumbles twice.
A fumble by Florida A&M's Eddie
Rocker on the ensuing possession gave
the Aggies the ball on the FAMU 23.
Kindle hit senior tight end Brett Fish-
er for 22 yards and a touchdown to pull
within a field goal.
we are making enough big plays to win
The Aggies got one ofthose big plays
midway through the second quarter trail-
ing 17-7.
Dec. 5-6
MEAC Southern Division
Orangeburg, S.C
TBA
" We just have to get to a point where
"Today, we went against the No. 2
team in the conference and made some
big plays."
"We are a young team that is growing
each and every week,"Lee said.
With a 3-4 record in the MEAC and
a conference championship out ofreach,
Coach Lee also decided to start a fresh-
man wide receiver and tight end against
the very experienced Rattlers.
Florida A&M's 7-2 record qualifies
them as thethird best team amongst black
colleges, and A&T's young lineup nearly
took them down.
"We didn't get ameasurement because
the sticks were already moved. That was
a bitter taste for me to swallow, but we're
moving on."
"I felt we had the first down," said
head coach Alonzo Lee about their final
offensive play.
The defense, which started two fresh-
man linebackers and a freshman safety,
forced six turnovers and the special teams
blocked a 46-yard field goal attempt in the
fourth quarter.
He also added 54 yards and another
touchdown with his legs, and freshman
running back Dontavious Payne rushed
for 71 yards and a touchdown ofhis own.
Freshman quarterback Lewis Kindle
completed 16- of-30 passes for 206 yards
and a touchdown.
Although the Aggies came up empty-
handed on in the winner's column, they
didn't statistically mainlybecause oftheir
underclassmenheroics.
It was the Aggies second consecutive
loss, as they finished winless to Florida
teams in the MEAC this season.
Aggie freshman Dontavious Payne
was manhandled on a fourth down run by
Rattler defenders as A&T fell short 31-27
loss in Tallahassee, Fla.
But no. 3 Florida A&M quickly
changed that mindset.
The future stars of North Carolina
A&T went into Tallahassee with a win-
ning mentality as they trailed with 1:04
left in the game.
more to learn
AT- I grew up around bowl-
ing and my family bowls so I
guess it's in the blood. I just
love it because you can always
get better and there is always
PA- What makes bowling
special to you? What do you
like about it?
PA- What's the highest score
you ever bowled?
AT In league 278 and in prac-
tice 279.
MEN'SBASKETBALL The North Caro-
linaA&T men'sbasketball team hosted
their annual Blue-Gold scrimmage this past
Saturday. Nic Simpson led the GoldAggies
with seven 3-pointers and 34 points in their
win.They will kickoff their season this
Friday hosting Brevard Community College
at Corbett Sports Center at 7:30p.m..
PAT EAT0N-R0BB
Associated PressSHAL0N BELL
Register Reporter
SPORTS
AT- We made it to the Cham-
pionship last year and during
the season we did very well as
a team. We were not an easy
team tobeat at all.
PA- How well did the team
do last year?
IMillDlliraiii
amateur track and field
AT-After graduating I plan to
pursue my dream of becoming
a photographer.
PA- What are your plans for
when you graduate?
WOMEN'SBASKETBALL The defending
conference champions Lady Aggies will
beginpreseason action this weekend in
Poughkeepsie, New York after being invited
to participate in the WNIT.They open
against Marist College Friday at 7:30 p.m.
Details released in
Howard's homicide
Lady Aggies earn
second win at home
AT- In college we have a
minimum of 5 people on each
team and at our tournaments
we bowl Saturday and Sun-
day. One day is team which
means we each bowl one game
against each opposing team.
Then the other day we bowl
baker which means the team
as a whole bowls one game
and each person on the team
only bowls two frames which
makes up the 10 frames in
each game.
PA- For those who don't
understand how team bowl-
ing and scoring works explain
that.
Kareem
Abdul-Jabbar is being treated
for a rare form of leukemia,
and the basketball great said
his prognosis is encouraging.
The NBA's all-time leading
scorer was diagnosed last De-
cember with chronic myeloid
leukemia, he told The Associ-
ated Press on Monday.
NEW YORK(AP) -NBA LEGEND
Top hitter on the Aggie
team, Janae Mitchell definite-
ly showed up with vengeance
on her mind and pride in her
theRams
In aprevious match against
the Rams, the Aggies were
conquered in a 3-1 victory by
The victory against the
Rams is only the Aggies sec-
ond win ofthe season and was
the first complete brush over
an opponent since beating
Gainer-Webb3-0 in 2008.
Team members proved the
Aggie Volleyball Team still
had Aggie Pride as players
and fans flooded the floor of
Corbett Sports Center after the
match dancing and cheering
as if the outcome ofthe entire
season never existed.
Aftertheirwin against Win-
ston Salem State University,
the Aggie Volleyball Team ap-
pears to be back in full affect!
The Aggies had the pleasure
of defeating the Rams in their
own house 3-0.
The Aggies head to Or-
angeburg, S.C., to face S.C.
State on Sunday, and return to
Corbett Sports Center Tues-
day night at6p.m. to faceElon
University on what will be Se-
niorNight for Mellette, Mitch-
ell and Stacey Malone.
Though the season has not
completely gone in the Ag-
gies favor, the team proved
they still could come alive and
manage to come out on top.
The Rams closed the set
with a ball handling and attack
error to give the Aggies the
set. Senior Tiffany Mellette of
the Aggies, sparked a 6-0 kill
and fueled the run with two
service aces to earn the Ag-
gies their second win over the
Rams this season.
The Aggies posted a 9-0
run in the second set to take
23-11 lead.
Sophomore Bree Dotstry
added eight kills, just one at-
tack error and two blocks,
while junior setter Amber In-
man posted 32 assists, eight
digs and four service aces.
heart as she finished with 13
kills and 9 digs.
He helps us a lot with learn-
ing how to shoot spares and
become a more accurate and
consistent player. He also
keeps us grounded mentally so
we can keep a cool head and
stay focused.
AT- We have a new head
coach this year. His name is
James Williams.
PA- What exactly does head
coach thehead coach do?What
does he tell you guys?
Baseball began video review
in August 2008 but only to
determine whether potential
home runs were fair or foul
or cleared fences.
BASEBALL
postseason filled with blown
calls by umpires.
CHICAGO (AP) — Baseball gen-eral managers failed to take
a vote Tuesday on expanding
instant replay following a
TheAssociated Press
The A&T Register is currently
looking for writers to add to
Hhe Score7. Come to the con-
tributors meetings held every
Wednesday at 5 p.m. in the
NCB, room 328A.
Like sports? Like to write?
PA- What are some of your
hobbies? What do you like to
do on the weekends?
AT- My hobbies would be
photography and bowling of
course. I actually spend about
90% of my time in a bowling
center even on the weekends.
1868-Thefirst indoor
meet was held by the New
YorkAthletic Club.
police
Mutchler is charged with
hindering prosecution, com-
mitting an act of terrorism
and several misdemeanors
for allegedly posting Inter-
net messages threatening
witnesses who talked with
Parker, of Sarasota, Fla.,
is a sophomore wide receiv-
er who is academically in-
eligible to play this season.
Portee is a redshirt freshman
defensive end from Austell,
Ga.
UConn football player
Michael Smith who was also
at the scene said he soon
saw blood on the left side of
Howard's abdomen.
Brown said Howard then
ran in her direction yelling,
"They got me! They got
me!" before collapsing.
who is friends with Lomax
Devra Brown, a witness
who said she knew Lomax,
recounted seeing the fight,
saying it involved seven
or eight people, including
Howard. Howard swung his
fists at Lomax and Lomax
countered by swinging his
left hand at Howard.
Lomax, of Bloomfield,
Conn., is scheduled to ap-
pear in Rockville Superior
Court on Friday.
His lawyer has denied the
allegations.
Hood and two other men,
Jamal Todd and Christopher
Mutchler, were scheduled
to appear in court Tuesday
afternoon, but the hearings
were delayed until a later
date.
Todd is accused of pull-
ing the fire alarm and is
charged with falsely report-
ing an incident and reckless
endangerment.
Several minutes later,
a fight developed involv-
ing Howard, Lomax and
De'Quan Muhammad, an
18-year-old from Hartford
Howard and other foot-
ball players then walked
across the street to a spot
near UConn's basketball
arena, whileLomax went to-
ward his car.
A fight broke out, and
Parker suffered a minor stab
wound to his back.
The argument occurred
after someone pulled the
fire alarm inside the student
union and as people were
leaving the building.
A 21-year-old Hartford
man, Johnny Hood, told po-
lice he got into an argument
with two men, later identi-
fied as football players Brian
Parker and A.J. Portee, after
Parker made disparaging
comments about a woman.
Investigators gave the
following account in the af-
fidavit:
Howard died at a hospital
from a single wound in his
abdomen, hours afterhelping
his team to a homecoming
game win over Louisville.
The affidavit charges
21-year-old John Lomax III
with murder in Howard's
Oct. 18 death.
Vernon, Conn. (AP) — Thefight that led to the stab-
bing death of University of
Connecticut football player
Jasper Howard began when
one ofhis teammates disre-
spected a womanat a school-
sponsored dance, according
to a police affidavit released
Tuesday.
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RUNDOWN
FOOTBALL
TEAM MEAC OVR.
3-6
2-7
0-0
0-0
Hampton
South CarolinaState
Florida A&M
Norfolk State
Morgan State
Bethune Cookman
North Carolina A&T
Howard
Delaware State
Howard
Norfolk State
UPCOMING GAMES:
Saturday
@ South Carolina State
Orangeburg, S.C
2p.m.
VOLLEYBALL
We all do itfor funfrom time
to time. It actually gets a little
competitive on those nights
bowling against your friends.
Sometimes we wish we could
just throw a 200 up every time
and shut down every bit of
trash talking. Not happening!
But at least you don't have to
bowl against April Terry. She
is a sophomore on North Caro-
lina A&T's bowling squad and
averaged 166.8 in tournaments
last year, and she can bowl a
200. A&T Register reporter
Prince Askew had a chance to
talk with April as she gave him
insight about herself.
TEAMPHOTO BY KENNETH HAWKINS • THE A&T REGISTER MEAC OVR
Bethune Cookman
South Carolina State
Norfolk State
North Carolina A&T
Coppin State
Hampton
Morgan State
Howard
MD Eastern Shore
Florida A&M
Delaware State
PA- When do you plan on
graduating?
AT-
PA- What are your plans for
when you graduate?
AT- December 2010
I want to go into grad
school, to
be more
specific as
to what I
want to do
print re-
search.
THE AGGIES offenseaccumulated a season high 362 yards in theirroad loss to Florida A&M thisweekend. The freshmEN accounted for 319 of theyards.
Rattlers slither past Aggies

2012 starring John Cusack,
Amanda Peet and Danny
Glover, is in theaters now,
Wilson
The film shows the idea of a
end-of-the-world event that
coincides with the end of the
Mayan Long Count Calendar's
current cycle. Jackson Curtis
(Cusack) has to save his fam-
ily from the destruction and
Glover stars as President
Wale delivers in debut CD
ALBUM REVIEW: ATTENTION DEFECIT Panel discusses black
activism in Greensboro
Discusses
Chris Brown
Incident!
Rihanna
Diane Sawyer's interview
of Rihanna on Friday's
"20/20" was a ratings hit
and enough to lift ABC to
first in the 18-49 demo-
graphic for the night.
INTERNATIONAL FOOD NIGHTAggies were able to go toExhibit Hall to enjoy
"I caught him in a lie.
And he wouldn't tell the
truth ... I was being more
annoyed at that point in
our relationship he had
to lie about something so
stupid. I couldn't take that
he kept lying to me. And
he couldn't take that I
wouldn't drop it. And ... it
was ugly.
"20/20" averaged 8.2
million total viewers — its
biggest audience in over
7 months. The show also
added 3.4 million total
viewers.
The next table was probably
my favorite. As soon as I saw
the fried plantain, I made
sure my plate was within the
server's reach. I wished that we
could sample more, but each
food was limited to one or two
per person. With my appetite
slowly decreasing since I had
eaten each food on the way to
the next stop, I was satisfied
with one piece of soft, sweet
plantain and two pieces of jerk
chicken.
After fanning my mouth
from the lack of be.verage to
wash it down with, I traveled
next to Japan where sushi was
being served. I coaxed my
friend to try it and he tasted
the vegetable sushi, which
The room was dark, but
lights from each table led the
way around an array of food.
With many in attendance, the
line was long, but well worth
the wait. My first dish was
a chicken taco representing
the food of Mexico. The taco,
I found, was very spicy as
there were several spices and
peppers within its soft shell.
The chicken was very tender
and well seasoned.
What is a college student
without a passport, a very
small budget and an urge
to taste the foods of other
countries to do? Well, you
could have gone to the
International Food Night
in the Exhibit Hall of the
Memorial Student Union at
North Carolina A&T this
past Thursday night.
The Student Union
Advisory Board (SUAB)
hosted a night of free food,
good music and fellowship
to students as they were
allowed to stop at each
table and sample foods from
different parts of the world
tasting various dishes from
places such as the Caribbean,
Italy, Mexico and Japan to
name a few. Each area was
decorated with its country
and surrounding countries'
flags. Music from the each
of the areas played in the
background competing with
the loud chatter of hungry
students. The mood was
exciting, yet veryrelaxed for
an evening event.
As the line traveled on,
I spotted a seemingly dark
corner where drinks were being
served; I think it waslemonade.
Obviously, the person or
consisted of carrots and celery
wrapped up inside a small
piece of fish, and I sampled
the meat sushi. The meat was
encased in rice and then rolled
into fish providing a new and
natural taste since there were no
added seasonings. Compared
to the foods I usually eat at
A&T, it tasted healthy, but still
something I could enjoy as a
snack.
-Danny Shea
Huffington Post
To read entire story, see
CUISINE on ncatregister.comcenter.
persons who prepared it knew
what sugar was because it was
very sweet,buthelped to relieve
my mouth of the still burning
remnants of pepper. The next
table served meatballs and
mozzarella sticks; this country
was Italy. The meatballs, as I
expected, were warm, tender
and gushing with Italian sauce.
I forfeited my cheese stick for a
friend of mine who doesn't eat
meat and was only given one
stick. According to her, they
were good and very crispy with
a soft, gooey and cheese-filled
UP is now available on
DVD.The comedy/adventure
from Disney Pixar tells the
story of78-year-old balloon
salesman Carl Fredricksen,
who finally fulfills his life-
long dream of visiting South
America. But he discovers
that his biggest nightmare
has stowed away on the trip:
an overly optimistic 8-year-
old named Russell.
KELCIE MCRAE
Opinions Editor
PRINCE ASKEWGRIMES
Register Reporter
Walealso showshisversatility
and ability to go deeper with
real life issues better than most
rappers oftoday. He delves into
the problems of young girls
Respect for his talent on the
microphone won't be hard to
come by after a listen through
of this album. Bun B ripped
into the third track entitled
Mirrors, where he and Wale
express how some artist make
up gimmicks because they can't
face themselves. Gucci Mane
makes an appearance on the
go-go influenced single "Pretty
Girls."
We are hip-hop too!
This is the message Wale
delivers as you listen to his
new album, "Attention Deficit."
With one ofthe largest African-
American populations in the
world, D.C. finally has an artist
to put them on the national and
international hip-hop scene.
Wale's debut album does not
disappoint. He shows an ability
to mix excellent lyricism with a
flow that will keep the listener
engaged to the song.
Wale also shows his
realization that the D.M.V. area
is relying on him to put them
on the map, and he doesn't
shy away from the pressure
in songs such as "Chillin" and
"Contemplate." He sums it up
in the very first line ofthe intro
entitled "Triumph." "I ain't
trying to be politically correct
but, I won't stop 'til I'm given
my respect."
r
trying to live the celebrity life
in "90210," and the struggles
ofgrowing up as a dark skinned
brother amongst different tones
ofpeople in the song "Shades,"
featuring Chrisette Michelle. "I
never fit in with the light skins.
I thought the lighter that they
was, the better that they life
is." Cool & Dre, The Neptunes,
and Mark Ronson are justa few
of the producers who added
production for this project.
Healso has guest appearances
from Jazmine Sullivan, Pharrell
Williams, Lady Gaga, Marsha
Ambrosius, and J. Cole to name
a few. Wale debuts with a very
good compilation of tracks
recommended to anybody who
is a fan ofhip-hop.
R. KELLY, a three-time
Grammy Award winning
artist, will be in concert
at Greensboro Coliseum'
Coliseum's Special Events
Center on November 22nd
at 7:30 p.m.. Tickets have
been on sale since October
9th and range from $49.50 to
$59.50. Tickets are available
at www.ticketmaster.com or
www.aeglive.com. -l.l.
Closing up the conference
was the keynote speaker,
Tony Bolden, an associate
professor of African and
African American Studies at
the University ofKansas.
"What is Blackness,' What
Is Activism?: The Truth about
(the Lack of) Change in the
Age ofEntertainment" was his
topic.
"Out of sessions like this
there are sparks of ideas and
concepts, and perhaps in
this room is Mrs. Obama of
tomorrow for this country, and
that's what we all look forward
to," said McCain.
Asa surprisefortheaudience
and the panelists, two of the
Greensboro Four, Franklin
McCain and Joseph McNeil,
made a special appearance at
the conference.
The Civil Rights Movement
began in 1960 whenfour North
Carolina A&T students sat
down to protest the segregated
WoOlworth's lunch counter.
The amount of demonstrators
in Greensboro in 1963 was
only exceeded by those in
Birmingham, Ala. In 1979, a
protest against the Ku Klux
Klanresulted inthe Greensboro
Massacre that led five people
dead.
activism
Greensboro has many
documented cases of black
activism.
"The issue a lot of times
is getting people to listen, or
to be a part of the discussion.
CACE was hosted by the
African American Studies
Program at UNCG and the
Greensboro chapter of the
National Association for the
Advancement of Colored
People. This year's theme was
" 100YearsofAfricanAmerican
Activism: Looking Back
While Moving Forward." This
theme was chosen as a way of
honoring the accomplishments
oftheNAACPas theycelebrate
their centennial.
"The younger generation
learned a lot about some of
the historical issues that were
covered during a certain period,
and the way in which people
went about addressing some of
those issues," said Tara Green,
director and associate professor
oftheAfricanAmerican Studies
Program at UNCG.
Commemorating the
history- and legacy of black
activism was the focus of the
20th annual Conference on
African American Culture and
Experience (CACE) at the
University of North Carolina
at Greensboro on Nov.
6-7. Panels of scholars and
activists participated in this
two-day conference to define
what activism is and discuss
ways to get involved within a
community.
According to Amelia
Parker, executive director of
the International Civil Rights
Center and Museum, she
believes that motivations and
acts of courage within a social
order contribute to activism.
She also went on to say that
consistency with that same
courage also plays a part in
'A literary cafekicked offthe
conference on Friday night as
different poets came to express
their viewpoints on a variety of
different issues concerning the
black community. One of the
poems described how blacks
are portrayed in the media.
Another poem conveyed
frustration with the problems
that linger in the black church.
Saturday morning began the
in-depth discussion byaudience
members and community
activists and scholars on
how the black community
participates in activism. This
open dialogue dealt with topics
on how past activists made
changes to their communities
and speculated on ways to
incite the same motivation of
past activists within the current
generation.
Because that opportunity to
exchange thoughts and ideas
in itself is a motivational thing.
This has been a wonderful
forum to have the opportunity
to be able to share things some
you may not know," said the
Rev. Cardes Brown, president
of the Greensboro chapter of
the NAACP.
To read entire story, see
ACTIVISTS on ncatregister.com
- L.L
Yearbook
velopment, the pictures will
be featured in the Ayantee
SENIOR PICTURES will be
held in the Memorial Room if
Memorial Student Union on
Monday from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Presented by Student De-the person with your face down in the grass? 6. How much of a punk was the girl for not beating her down? 7. Would the result
1. Did you see Elizabeth Lambert go incredible hulk oh that girl from the other soccer team? 2. How many punches can you throw
before you go to far? 3. Should they kick her off the team? 4. Have you ever had an Elizabeth Lambert moment? 5. Or were you
have been the same if the girl in the grass had been black? 8. What would you have done? 9. Would you actions land you in jail for
5 to 10? 10.Should her punishment be having to walk backwards for the rest of her life like the poor woman who got that flu shot?
11. Be honest: did you laugh when you saw that video? 12. You thought it was a joke too, right? 13.How bad did you feel when
you found out it was for real? 14.Should she sue the FDA? 15. Do you think she would actually win? 16.Would you rather have to
walk backwards for the rest ofyour life or deal with the flu for a week? 17.What if you ended up dying that week? 18.Would that
change your answer? 19. Have you seen the new Trey Songz video? 20. Will they show it on 106 & Park?
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An evening of cuisines
STAGE BAILEY
Online Editor
The A&T Register's
guide to what's going
on this week in arts
and entertainment.
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